
in each eye. Because of the asymmetrical
locations of the cataracts within the dilated
pupils, the clear regions furthest from the
nose (temporal) were wider and larger than
those closest to the nose (nasal; Fig. 1a, left). 

In adults with normal pupils, receptors
are aligned towards the pupil centres, where
light is brightest2,3. They are aligned there
from birth and remain so for life2. As part of
a wider characterization of his visual
system1, we noted that P.D.’s photoreceptors
were aligned with the larger, temporal clear
regions in each eye. We made this discovery
when P.D. spontaneously reported that
point sources of monochromatic red laser
light presented in the temporal clear regions
appeared distinctly “brighter and whiter”.
Differences in the brightness and colour of
light entering the pupil from different
points are termed Stiles–Crawford effects of
the first and second kind (SCE I and SCE
II), respectively4,5, and reflect the alignment
of cone photoreceptors2,6. These effects
result from the waveguide properties of
photoreceptors, which endow them with
directional selectivity for incident light2. 

P.D.’s decision to have his cataracts
removed gave us a unique opportunity to
test the proposal that cones are actively
phototropic, dynamically maintaining
alignment with the brightest region of the
pupil7–10. This was because surgery would
shift the brightest regions of his pupils from
the temporal margins to the centres (Fig.
1a, middle). The right cataract was removed
six weeks after the left one. 

We measured SCE I functions across the
central horizontal pupil meridians every

day after surgery1. Figure 1b shows that the
peaks of the SCE I functions migrated
nasally to the pupil centres over a 10-day
period. The left-eye peak moved 1.6 mm,
equivalent to 4� of receptor realignment.
The right-eye peak moved further (2.6 mm,
6.5�) but did not entirely re-centre, stabiliz-
ing instead 0.6 mm to the temporal side. On
this evidence, photoreceptors seem to be
phototropic (Fig. 1a, right). 

P.D. had two separate entry points for
light in each eye before surgery — could
there have been a concomitant dual photo-
receptor alignment, with a minority of
receptors aligned with the smaller, nasal
clear regions? We failed to find support for
this idea, as adapting lights presented to 
the two clear regions had no differential
effect on sensitivity11, suggesting that the
receptors all had a common alignment;
moreover, the spread of SCE I function (an
index of receptor disarray6) was normal and
did not decrease after surgery. 

The rate of photoreceptor realignment
was proportional to the distance remaining to
the pupil centres. The dashed curves in Fig.
1b are exponentials that fit best with 
5-day time constants for both eyes. Thus, 
the biophysical processes that underlie 
phototropism may be under the control 
of a simple feedback signal. In plants, 
phototropism is mediated by differential
growth12. In eyes, it may be that differential
longitudinal growth mediated by actin fila-
ments or microtubules makes each photo-
receptor phototropic8,13. If this is correct, then
our analogy with sunflowers is not trivial. 
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Palaeoceanography

Antarctic stratification
and glacial CO2

One way of accounting for lowered
atmospheric carbon dioxide concen-
trations during Pleistocene glacial

periods is by invoking the Antarctic 
stratification hypothesis, which links the 
reduction in CO2 to greater stratification of
ocean surface waters around Antarctica1,2.
As discussed by Sigman and Boyle3, this
hypothesis assumes that increased stratifi-
cation in the Antarctic zone (Fig. 1) was
associated with reduced upwelling of deep
waters around Antarctica, thereby allowing
CO2 outgassing to be suppressed by biol-
ogical production while also allowing 
biological production to decline, which is
consistent with Antarctic sediment
records4. We point out here, however, 
that the response of ocean eddies to
increased Antarctic stratification can be
expected to increase, rather than reduce,
the upwelling rate of deep waters around
Antarctica. The stratification hypothesis
may have difficulty in accommodating
eddy feedbacks on upwelling within the
constraints imposed by reconstructions of
winds and Antarctic-zone productivity in
glacial periods.

To suppress deepwater upwelling
around Antarctica, it is necessary either to
weaken the westerly wind stress sufficiently
in the latitude band of Drake Passage to
eliminate the northward flow (Ekman
drift) of surface waters, or to counteract
this northward drift through southward 
surface-eddy transport5. The first poss-
ibility does not seem feasible for glacial
periods: the Ekman drift across 55� S is ~25
Sv (1 Sv�106 m3 s�1; ref. 6) today, and was
almost certainly greater during glacial 
periods because of stronger winds, as
expected from the increased Equator-to-
Pole temperature gradient and supported
by the increased transport of sea salt to the
Antarctic continent7. This conclusion
probably holds even if the latitude of 
maximum westerly winds shifted slightly
towards the Equator, as Sigman and Boyle
speculate3. 

The second possibility is also problem-
atic if the glacial Antarctic surface ocean
was more stratified than today: eddy 
transports are thought to scale in propor-
tion to the degree of baroclinicity, which is
measured by the slope and spacing of the
isopycnal surfaces. High baroclinity favours
vigorous eddy transport, whereas low 
baroclinicity (that is, stratified conditions)
suppresses eddy transport8. Today, the
Antarctic deep upwelling and associated
net northward surface flow is estimated to
be ~10 Sv, on the basis of geochemical 
constraints on the partitioning of deep

Figure 1 Photoreceptor alignment in P.D.’s eyes before and after

cataract removal. a, Schematic horizontal cross-sections through

P.D.’s eyes. Left, before surgery: receptors were aligned (green

lines) with the brightest pupil location (orange ‘sun’) in the 

temporal margins; middle, immediately after surgery: the bright-

est location shifted to the pupil centres, but the receptors retained

their skewed alignment; right, after 10 days: receptors realigned

with the bright pupil centres (arrow depicts shifts measured in b). 

b, Photoreceptor alignment in the pupil plane after cataract

removal, as inferred from Stiles–Crawford effect (SCE I) peaks, for

left and right eyes.
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upwelling between low and high lati-
tudes9,10; this is consistent with scaling
arguments5 and global inversions11. Mod-
ern southward surface-eddy transport must
therefore be of similar magnitude (~15 Sv).
In a more stratified glacial ocean, the eddy
transport in the surface layer would weaken
and upwelling would consequently
increase, an opposite change to that 
suggested by Sigman and Boyle.

The stratification hypothesis could sur-
vive in the face of eddy feedbacks if glacial
winds were markedly weakened in the 
relevant latitude band, or if the biological
productivity of the Antarctic zone increased
sufficiently to prevent CO2 outgassing
despite greater upwelling. However, neither
change seems probable given the available
evidence. The primary cause of lowered
glacial CO2 may not have been enhanced
year-round stratification, but enhanced
Antarctic sea-ice coverage12, which could
have suppressed CO2 outgassing even if
glacial Antarctic surface waters were 
generally less stratified than today, with
upwelling into a buoyant surface layer 
confined to a brief summer season13.
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Sigman and Boyle reply — Palaeoceano-
graphic evidence indicates that there was
more complete nutrient consumption in
Antarctic surface waters during the last ice
age1,2, but lower biological production1.
These results suggest that the Antarctic was
stratified during glacial times, reducing the
transport of sequestered nutrients and CO2

into the Antarctic surface. By sequestering
CO2 in the ocean interior, this change
could explain the observation of lower 
levels of atmospheric CO2 during the ice
age3. Geological data offer two possible
causes for this stratification. First, the
Southern Hemisphere westerly winds
apparently shifted northwards during
glacial times4, which would have reduced
Ekman-driven upwelling in the Antarctic5

(a ‘wind-shift’ mechanism). Second, the
Antarctic sea-ice cycle intensified during
glacial times6, which may have allowed a
low-salinity lid to accumulate in the open
Antarctic, thus reducing vertical mixing
and open-ocean overturning (a ‘sea-ice’
mechanism). 

Keeling and Visbeck criticize these
mechanisms for Antarctic stratification 
on theoretical grounds and highlight an
alternative hypothesis for lowering glacial
CO2 — prevention of CO2 release from 
the Antarctic by covering the ocean with sea
ice, thereby blocking ocean–atmosphere
CO2 exchange7. Although we cannot be
completely confident about the specific
mechanisms for stratification outlined
above, we believe that Antarctic stratifica-
tion is a more plausible hypothesis for lower
glacial CO2 than gas-exchange limitation,
and it is also more directly supported by
palaeoceanographic data3. 

With regard to the wind-shift mecha-
nism, Keeling and Visbeck argue that a
reduction in winds over the Antarctic was
unlikely because of an increase in the 
Equator-to-Pole temperature gradient dur-
ing glacial times. However, the modern
meridianal variation in wind strength
across the Southern Ocean is large enough
for the observed northward migration in
westerly winds during the ice age to 
have overcome the effects of a global 
average increase in winds, yielding less
wind-driven upwelling in the glacial
Antarctic. Winds depend on regional (not
global) temperature gradients, and the tem-
perature gradient across the Antarctic may
well have been smaller during glacial times,
potentially explaining the greater north-
ward persistence of sea ice. But it must be
admitted that the wind-shift mechanism is

complex and has inherent thresholds8, so
this mechanism may have difficulty in
accounting for the timing of CO2 change
and its robust, linear relationship with
Southern Hemisphere temperature4,9.

Keeling and Visbeck criticize the sea-ice
mechanism for stratification on the
grounds that it would have been countered
by an increase in upwelling because of a
response in the southward flux of eddies to
a change in ocean-density structure. 
However, the eddy response is a negative
feedback which, at most, would set bound-
aries on the stratification caused by the
sea-ice mechanism. Moreover, the full
slope of the density surfaces at the polar
front might have changed very little if only
the shallowest 30–50 m of the Antarctic
surface stratified, in which case there
would have been no eddy response. In 
our opinion, a greater problem with the
sea-ice mechanism involves higher-latitude
conditions: stratification of the open
Antarctic as a result of an enhanced sea-ice
cycle might occur at the expense of the
coastal Antarctic, making this region more
saline and thus more active in ocean 
ventilation, with an accompanying release
of CO2 into the atmosphere.

Prevention of ocean–atmosphere CO2

exchange in the Antarctic by sea-ice cover7 is
unlikely to be the sole mechanism for
reducing CO2 levels during ice ages, because
it would require almost complete and con-
tinuous ice coverage of the region. For this
reason, Keeling and Visbeck refer to the pre-
viously described10 hybrid hypothesis that
invokes intense surface stratification and
nutrient consumption during the summer,
followed by prevention of gas exchange by
ice cover during winter. Although promis-
ing, this mechanism faces a discrepancy
with the evidence of lower productivity in
the glacial Antarctic. Without permanent
stratification, greater nutrient consumption,
even for a brief summer period, would have
required a larger annual export of organic
matter from the Antarctic surface. 
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Figure 1 Northward Ekman transport of surface waters and 

contours of modern potential density averaged for each ocean

zone. The approximate mean latitude of the Polar Front (northern

boundary of Antarctic zone) and direction of Ekman and 

eddy transports that control the rate of deepwater upwelling are

shown (lower panel). The relevant eddy transport involves a net

southward flow, as opposed to north–south mixing, and 

ultimately results from the tendency of lighter water to spread 

over denser water.
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